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Capturing the

Lani Martin, shot by
Christine Cain-Weidner

Real You
How to make sure
your headshot looks like you
By Mark Dundas Wood
mdundaswood@yahoo.com

I

t’s a variation on the classic actor’s nightmare:You step into a room for an audition. The casting director is perusing your headshot.You exchange polite hellos, and a quizzical expression passes over
her face. Her eyes move up and down between you and the frozen image in her hand. Her mouth
tightens.You know it’s coming.You try to predict which line she will speak:
“So, are you here to read for the niece or the aunt?”
“When did you last have your headshots done?”
“Excuse me, do I even have the right person here?”
All because the person in the photo is younger, thinner, sexier, better looking, and/or more glamorous
than you.You can rationalize: “Geez, everybody exaggerates. Casting directors expect that. Anyway, she
should be more interested in my acting chops than my headshot.”
Just be glad the authority figure in your fantasy isn’t Jeff Mitchell of Mitchell/Rudolph Casting in New
York. Mitchell has a thing or two to say about actors’ headshots.

Get Real

“There’s a big bold line,” Mitchell says, “between your best castable self as represented in a photo by
a talented photographer and the total lie that makes casting directors angry that they gave you a shot
and an appointment. And that lie, perpetrated by 50 percent of the actors out there, is what’s closed the
door to the other 50 percent. It’s why casting directors cannot [use] picture submissions as a method of
determining who’s going to come in and who’s not. It’s why casting directors have to use gatekeepers.”
Mitchell acknowledges that established actors who have reputable agents or managers can get by with
less-than-accurate headshots. When a casting director has a relationship with a representative, it’s understood that the actor who comes through the door will be suitable for the role. But things are different, he
says, for actors who have no representation, who submit themselves “cold.”
Part of the problem, says Mitchell, is that young actors forget that the professional photograph is
REAL continued on page 12—
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les, has had similar frustrations. “The best
I can do is choose a photo that will compel the average viewer to have ideas and
questions about me,” she says. “A great
headshot is like a killer logline. It leaves
you hungry for more.”

—continued from page 10

PETER KONERKO

meant to be a tool in the casting process—as well as an aid to the actor in finding representation. These actors confuse
At Home With the Range
headshots with publicity shots; they think
One way to get a better sense of your
People magazine, pile on the glamour, or
Eric Dean Davis “true” image is to evaluate the range of
go overboard with Photoshop.
roles you would logically be called on to
Other casting directors share Mitchell’s
play. A current trend in headshot phoimpatience with misleading photos. Stephanie Klapper,
tography is to have an array of shots suggesting types you
who casts in New York for both stage and screen, cautions
might be asked to read for.
about shaving years off headshots through lighting tricks
Martin considers her current set of pictures—shot by
or retouching: “That’s great. You look younger. But then
Christine Cain-Weidner—among the most accurate she’s
you’re going to come in the room, and I feel like you’ve lied
ever had. They include a generic shot, a soccer-mom look,
to me. And that’s going to make us both look bad…. I’m
a businesswoman type, and a pose with an apron and a
calling you in based on what I need.”
wooden spoon. That final photo has been highly useful in
Stuart Stone, a commercial casting director
getting her auditions whenever a breakdown
in Los Angeles, reiterates Mitchell’s point that
calls for an “Italian mother type.” Martin, who
actors forget what the headshot is meant to acdoesn’t consider herself in any way “ethnic,”
complish. “This isn’t your wedding shot,” he
is happy to benefit from fitting a particular
says. “It’s not your bar mitzvah picture.” He
niche look: “I’m good with that. I’ll sell Ragú.
compares the headshot to a calling card and
Whatever.”
to the storefront of a business: “If you have to
Eric Dean Davis, a New York actor who
make any excuse about your picture, then it’s
recently celebrated 10 years with Off-Broadnot the right picture.”
way’s “Naked Boys Singing,” uses a headshot
that he feels projects the image of a “young
dad looking at his children playing soccer.”
The Whole Package
He doesn’t consider what he’s wearing in the
Mitchell would be happy to do away with
photo to be a “costume,” though the T-shirt
the term “headshot” altogether and replace it
Jeff Daniel Phillips and cardigan clearly give a casual image. Dawith “professional photo.”When casting direcvis knows he’s in need of a new headshot. He
tors consider a role, he says, they create a menis leaving “Naked Boys” this fall and has already let his hair
tal picture of the character: “If we use logic…for that to be
grow out to its natural salt-and-pepper coloring. He’s hapeven remotely stimulated by the tool called a headshot, you
py to be moving on to a new, as-yet-undefined image. “I’m
would have to see the person’s face and neck and shoulpersonally at that stage where I’m not really sure where I
ders and body type.” Especially bothersome to Mitchell
fit,” he says, “which is really kind of exciting for me.”
are cropped shots that focus tight on the eyes, nose, and
In Los Angeles, Jeff Daniel Phillips, best known for his
mouth—in effect scalping the subject. Stone, likewise, is
Geico “Caveman” commercials, accepts that he’s a characsuspicious of such close-ups. “I always find that the tighter
ter type—though he has diverse images
the shot, the heavier the person is,” he
for different parts of the business. (He
says.
Deon Lucas
does comedic work for stage and comShould actors rush out and have more
mercials but more-serious roles in film.)
three-quarter and full-body shots taken
One of Phillips’ two current photos, shot
in order to fill Mitchell’s photographic
by Konerko, was taken partly in anticipaprescription? Possibly. But such photion of a “Pirates of the Caribbean” call.
tos might seem out of fashion to other
But it was also meant to portray “conprofessionals. Stone is fine with photos
vict” or “cowboy” and in fact earned
shot from the chest up. Told of Mitchhim an audition for a cowboy role. The
ell’s preference for shots showing the full
other photo suggests to Phillips “somebody, L.A. photographer Peter Konerko
one a little more intellectual—a college
replies, “That’s an interesting idea. If I
type.”
shot anything below the waist, I think an agent would call
Fifteen or 20 years ago, he says, “it seemed more of a
me and say, ‘What are you doing?’ ”
novelty to have a bunch of looks, and sometimes kind of
There’s no shortage of opinions when it comes to headcheesy.” These days, though, casting directors don’t seem
shot accuracy. Who best determines what an actor really
to have the time to imagine how someone bearded might
looks like, anyway? Holograms notwithstanding, we delook when clean-shaven or vice versa. (Phillips recently
pend on flat surfaces—mirrors and photographs—for our
shaved his own beard and is due for another session with
sense of how we appear to others. Only others’ eyes can
Konerko.) In any event, because of his caveview us three-dimensionally. We’d like to trust
man role, headshots are particularly important
our own instincts, but can we really be the
to him. “People don’t even know what I look
most accurate judge of our true appearance?
like under all the latex,” he says.
No wonder actors become exasperated.
What’s problematic and even painful about
Lani Martin is a 50-year-old NewYork–area
the character-range strategy is that it can veer
actor who has been in the business since she
toward stereotyping. L.A. actor Deon Luwas 10 years old. Throughout her career, she
cas says that every time he signs with a new
has struggled to find headshots that depict her
agent, he is “presented a list, literally, of the
honestly. Her agents would give her conflicting
looks that I need to capture in my upcoming
thoughts on the same shot, from “Oh my God,
photo shoot.” These include “boy next door”
this is the best picture you’ve ever taken!” to “I
and “young professional.” “But as an Africanwon’t use this picture; if you don’t get rid of
American actor,” he explains, “I always have to
this picture, I’m not going to work with you.”
Deirdre Cash
Bethany Love Orr, an actor from Los AngeREAL continued on page 46—
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Weaving Your

Web(site)
Designers and CDs
on what makes
an actor’s site successful
By Diane Snyder

editorial@backstage.com

T

hanks to the Internet, a headshot and résumé don’t
have to be an actor’s sole calling card anymore. A
website can help you raise your visibility and spotlight
your talent. And just as a quality headshot and résumé can brand you an astute pro,
so can a top-notch website. But the opposite is
also true: A confusing or inferior site can frustrate casting directors. So consider the following
advice from some Web-savvy sources.

Cost

Not only is there the cost of designing and
building your website to consider; there’s also
the fee for registering the domain name (the
www.yournamehere.com address) and another
for hosting your site on a server, as well as the cost to update
the site regularly—unless you’re tech-savvy enough to do it
yourself. Expect to pay anywhere from a few hundred dollars
to $1,000 or more, depending on the designer and how much
content you have, and around $50 a year for hosting.
Another way to go—one that’s less expensive, at least up
front—is to design and host your website by using an online

service, such as MyActingSite.com, that offers a variety of design templates from which to choose. (It’s similar to setting up
a blog through Blogger or TypePad.) At MyActingSite, the cost
is $39.95 for setup and $19.95 per month thereafter.

Layout

It’s hardly surprising that websites that are straightforward
and easy to navigate yield the best results. The challenge is assembling such a site out of nothing. Although an experienced
website designer can suggest ideas and steer you in the right
direction, you should go into any consultation with a basic idea
of what you want your site to look like.
“I’ll tell any client to look at other people’s websites and see
what you do and don’t like,” says Mark Ledbetter, a website designer and actor, who currently understudies male lead Gavin
Lee in “Mary Poppins” on Broadway. “As an actor, it’s another
way of putting yourself out there as a professional. Its style
should demonstrate who you are as an individual and who you
are as an actor. You want to have a nice mix of the two.” That
individuality can come in your color, design, font,
and layout choices.
Every actor’s website should have a few basic
sections: bio/news, photos, résumé, clips/reel, and
contact info. All should be clearly listed on the
homepage. “You don’t want to have to go more
than three clicks to get to where you’re going,” says
Ledbetter, who has designed sites for performers
such as Barbara Cook and Matt Cavenaugh.
While it’s fine to have a links section on your
site, don’t send a casting director to another site
to find your pertinent information. “I like the ones
that have all the info actually on the website,” says West Coast
casting director Marci Liroff. “Putting a link that takes you to
another website for your videos, for example, takes you off of
the actor’s website, and that’s not good.You want to have everything self-contained.”
WEB continued on page 46—

Saving Face on Facebook
What to post and whom to friend on the social networking site
By Diane Snyder | editorial@backstage.com

T

o friend or not to friend? That is the question Facebook’s many users are confronted with on a daily basis. It’s even more
of a quandary for actors, whose co-workers constantly change as they go from rehearsal hall to temp job to film set. The
more names and faces and contacts you collect, the better for your career, right? That may depend on how wisely, and
to what end, you use Facebook.
Facebook is the perfect platform for keeping your network of contacts informed about that play you’re in or when your episode
of “Rescue Me” or “The Big Bang Theory” will be airing. Do use it to post credits, photos from shows you’re in, and even video
clips. Use it to reconnect and network with former classmates and colleagues. But understand its limitations. While it can help
you to stay in touch with folks you know, it’s not the best way to network with those you don’t, and it isn’t a substitute for a website
of your own.
“A social networking site is not as important as having a site with your own domain name,” says Eric Brownstone of MyActingSite.com. “To me, it crosses a line that doesn’t make a lot of sense. I haven’t heard of anybody yet getting an audition because
of what they said on Facebook.”
Some Facebook users draw a clear line between the site’s personal and professional uses. “My personal page on Facebook is
just that,” says casting director Marci Liroff. “It’s for friends and family only. I don’t think an actor who tries to befriend me on
Facebook, or then tags me on their videos to get me to look at them, is networking. It’s pretty annoying, actually.”
Liroff recommends that actors wishing to contact her through Facebook do so via her fan page. “My fan page is a great place
for me to interact with actors and give them advice,” she says, “or steer them towards great blogs I’ve read about acting, a heads-up
on an open call, deals on headshots…
all sorts of things.”
If you are connected with colleagues through Facebook—and really, who isn’t?—keep that in mind
BEST CASTING
and watch what you post and comment on, especially if you’re wound
WORKSHOP’S
up about something. Lambasting a
IN TOWN!!!
director for an ill-conceived staging
of “Timon of Athens” calls into question your discretion if she happens to
• ALWAYS ONE-ON-ONE - No more acting in pairs!
be on your friend list—or the friend
• ALWAYS PREPARED - No more cold reading!
list of one of your friends—and it
• Learn from top casting directors in FILM, TV & SOAPS
won’t encourage her to cast you in fu• FREE agent workshop with top theatrical agent at the
ture shows. Word choices could also
DANIEL HOFF AGENCY
offend. Tony winner Alice Ripley
created an uproar recently when she
used a gay slur in a status update that
was responding to a criticism of her
performance in “Next to Normal.”
(She’s since apologized.)
As with most things in life, common sense and discretion are key.
Don’t reveal specific details of contracts and compensation or dish
about what happened in the rehearsal
room that morning. Err on the side of
caution when it comes to the Internet.
And save the diciest details for margarita night.
<
FACE continued on page PB—
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What should be on every actor’s demo reel?
Max Ghezzi

Killer Demo Reels,
Solana Beach, Calif.;
www.killerdemoreels.com

our demo reel is your commercial.
With it, you hope to convince the
Y
viewers that you, the featured product,

are the one they should spend their money on. It needs to be fast, short, sweet, and
to the point.
The chief purpose of a demo reel, besides displaying raw talent, is creating an
emotional response that encourages the
producer to hire you. Since you only get
one chance to make a first impression,
make sure it’s the best you’ve got.
In a perfect world, the material should
consist of great quality clips from professional productions, such as feature films

or network television. New actors with
little to no experience and limited footage
of themselves should try to act in student
films. Most of these acting jobs are nonpaying, but you gain great on-set experience. In return for working for free, you
also get a copy of the finished product for
your reel.
Two to five scenes of various length
(and range in acting) is ideal for a full
demo reel. One great scene could very
well be enough and can get you noticed
if it’s good enough. Shoot for less than
three minutes in length for an entire reel,
including a montage (if you have one).
The montage itself should run a maximum of 10 to 30 seconds.
Once they’ve narrowed down the
choice of actors, there are occasions
when producers and directors use demo

reels as tiebreakers. Camera presence,
the reel is over, it should land on the main
personality, command, style,
menu, where the viewers have
attitude, consistency, verthe option to replay what they
satility, and experience in
just saw or view other confront of the camera are all
tent available. A main menu
scrutinized, until one actor
featuring your headshot and
comes out the winner. The
contact info is a nice touch.
acting can’t be improved in
You want to make it easy for
the edit bay. Therefore, make
them to get hold of you, don’t
sure the technical aspects of
you?
the reel are top-notch. Make DEMO REEL
sure the footage is colorcorrected and the audio is PRODUCER Joe Gressis
Secret Handshake
normalized.
Entertainment,
If you insist on having menus on your
West Hollywood, Calif.;
DVD reel, make sure your editor authors
www.secrethandshake.com
the DVD in such a way that it starts to
very actor’s reel should contain
play your main reel automatically once
scenes that clearly identify the actor.
inserted into the DVD player, without
There should never be any confusion as
having to press any extra buttons. Once

Ask
a

E

to whose reel we are watching. Close-ups
are good, as are scenes with people who
aren’t in your same demographic category. This is where the art of editing a demo
reel is really important. Scenes should be
recut to focus on you while keeping their
structural integrity.
Every reel should start with your
strongest scene. Don’t save it for a big
ending or a surprise in the middle. Start
with your best. It might be the only scene
they watch.
Ideally, you will be able to create some
juxtaposition between scenes. As people
only give you their full attention for the
first two or three scenes, showing some
diversity in this area is important. Each
scene should move quickly. Make sure
the scene is interesting and don’t spend
too much time on it. Once the character,
emotion, and arc of the scene are established, move on.
Remember that your reel is not a
short film. Reels are decontextualized
by nature, meaning that you cannot involve viewers in the story of your scene,
no matter how much you might want to.
Viewers don’t have to understand what’s
going on in your scene; they only have to
believe it.

Ralph Modica

Phase 1 Digital, New York;
www.phase1digital.com

very common for demo reels to have
montages that showcase the
Ibestt’sopening
clips. However, the industry and me-
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dia landscape is changing. Casting directors are limited in their time and do not
want to watch anything they don’t have
to.
Gary Zuckerbrod, casting director
and former Casting Society of America
president, says a reel should “have no
montage, no flashy open, no music over
somebody’s name for 14 seconds. The
best demo reel…starts with your name
and goes immediately into a scene. Casting agents use the demo reel to identify
what qualities the actor has. It needs to be
concise and tight.”
You don’t want to have a drawn-out
opening, especially a personalized oncamera introduction. On-camera introductions are better used when auditioning for specific roles. They should not be
included on your basic demo reel.
The clips should be compressed individually in a clear and easy-to-send video
format, since a majority of the industry is
moving toward digital media. Using such
a format means you have more choices
for increasing your visibility on socialnetworking sites and makes the clips
readily available by emailing a link.
The industry is also moving toward
having actors submit clips specific to the
role they’re applying for, due to changes
in technology. You may want to have a
legitimate clip, a hosting clip, and a commercial clip as separate buttons on your
DVD menu. You’ll want to have these
clips compressed into separate video
clips for social-media purposes, and they
should all contain your contact info.
You should also have two extra options
on the DVD in case the viewer is watching the reel on a laptop. The first button
should provide a link to your website or
agent. The other should provide a link
to your email address, so the viewer can
contact you with ease.
DVDs are still good to have, because
some agents like to have a hard copy.
However, the industry is continuing to
cross over to digital format. If you use
DVDs, test them out on a DVD player
and, if possible, on both a PC and a Mac.
Nothing perturbs a casting director more
than receiving a DVD that does not play
or is blank.
Reported by Natalia Tamzoke
natalia.tamzoke@backstage.com
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—continued from page 12
have that ‘thug headshot’ somewhere
in the utility belt.” Lucas doesn’t think
his appearance especially suggests the
thug type, but he remains philosophical about the situation: “My objective
is to make myself as malleable as possible, with headshots that portray an
array of looks, even if it’s not the real
me. Actors just want to work.”

The Photog’s POV
Konerko, who himself studied acting in college, strongly advocates the
character-range approach to headshots. “You get a lot of actors thinking
they can play 16 different things, and
they really can’t,” he says. “The industry won’t let them. So it makes sense
for an actor to know what they play
really well and know that they can own
the energy of that character. So when
a headshot goes out, not only does it
look like them—which for me is a given—but it also matches their energy.”
Actors are at their best, Konerko
believes, when they’re acting, when
they have actions and intentions to
play during a session. He prefers to
shoot a character in action. Similarly,
New York photographer Blu Toth—
a former fashion model and acting
student—likes actors to do physical
warm-ups and breathing exercises at
the top of a shoot in order to move out
of the mundane world and into an actor’s frame of mind.
Toth, who also does the makeup
and retouching for her clients, believes
that putting the actor at ease is essential to a successful session. She serves
tea and chats with the actors to get a

sense of them as people. “I try to make
it a very soothing, calming experience,
so the actor feels pampered and comfortable,” she says. “And it also gives
us time to bond a little bit. So by the
time I pick up the camera, there is already a connection.”
When in a relaxed frame of mind,
an actor can convey to the photographer what he or she wants from the
session. When communication fails,
a shoot can falter. New York photographer Nick Coleman commiserates
with actors when they feel that their
headshots don’t deliver the right message. “I feel that it’s because the photographer is often shooting their impression of the actor,” he says, “with
little regard to what that actor wants
and needs to book work.”
Sometimes it’s the actor who needs
to do the listening. New York photographer Dorothy Shi does all the retouching following her clients’ shoots.
In most cases, people ask for very
minor adjustments. But occasionally things get out of hand. “We have
changed eye color, hair color,” she
says. “We’ve done taking the braces
off the teeth—which is okay with kids.
Taking off 10 pounds, taking another
5 pounds off the face, and another 5
pounds: ‘Oh, I’m not sure now. I look
too skinny!’ That’s when you have to
call it: ‘No, now you’re crazy!’ ”
Deirdre Cash, one of Shi’s clients,
had been using a headshot taken by
her husband, in a pose she now considers “contrived.” “I was trying too
hard,” she says, “as opposed to just
settling in to who I am.” She felt most
comfortable in a business suit, and so
that’s how Shi shot her. Cash believes
the suit allows her to be imagined in
a variety of guises: executive, pharma-

cist, hostess at a hotel.

The Aspirational
Headshot

Every two years has been the traditional time to get new photos. That
varies depending on circumstances.
But a headshot session should not
only serve the present but also look
toward the short-term future. Some
actors take an even longer look.
Photographer Thaddeus Watkins of
New York will begin a shoot with an
eye to the actor’s current needs. Eventually more makeup will be added.
He’ll say, “Where do you want to be
as an actor in four or five years?” And
something will change in the actor’s
demeanor. He explains, “I’ll say, ‘You
carried yourself differently just then—
you brought your shoulders up. Put
this other outfit on. Let’s talk about
this and shoot some more.’ ”
Whether thinking about your future self will result in shots that accurately reflect who you are tomorrow is
doubtful, but this phase of the shoot
can still prove valuable. Actors such
as Orr can relate to Watkins’ strategy.
She chose her headshot from a photo
session with David Noles. “There was
no other shot like it,” she says. “I have
to admit, I chose it because it best
represented the way I wanted to be,
maybe not how I was at the time. But
I’ve found that I have grown into that
person. Now I think I’ve outgrown her
and decided to re-shoot recently.”
A headshot, it seems, is something
like a logo, and there’s nothing wrong
with redesigning a logo. Just be sure
that the product can live up to the
brand.
<
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—continued from page 14

Contact Info

List an email address but also a phone
number where you can be reached. “Get
something that isn’t your cell number, so
you’re not putting that on the Web for
the world to call,” advises actor Kimberly Dawn Neumann, whose Broadway
credits include “A Chorus Line,” “Annie Get Your Gun,” and “Ragtime.”
“I have a service number I’ve had for
years,” she continues, “and I keep it just
so I have a number that no one can trace
me at but that they can always reach me
at day or night. I also have an email that
is nondescript and goes through my
website to my Palm Pixi. If someone
contacts me through the site, I have instant notification. Sometimes time is of
the essence.”

Photos and Credits

You’ll be doing yourself and your
potential employers a huge favor by including a downloadable résumé and a
high-resolution headshot. Once you’ve
done that, you can list on your site any
credits you don’t have room for on your
résumé. Your website can also contain
several different photos, but be sure to
select only those that show you at your
best and that add to the overall picture of
yourself that you want to create. “A casting director only maybe wants to see six
different looks,” says actor Eric Brownstone, who operates MyActingSite.com.

Reels and Clips

Don’t expect to get cast in the Broadway company of “Wicked” based solely

on the rendition of “Defying Gravity”
that you posted on your website. But in
certain instances, a good video or audio
clip may get you an offer without having
to attend an in-person audition.
When Brad Alexander and Adam
Mathias were casting a workshop of
their musical “See Rock City & Other
Destinations” last June with director
Jack Cummings III, they tried to find
performers whose work they knew, because they didn’t have a budget for auditions. One role proved problematic, until
Cummings’ wife, actor Barbara Walsh,
recommended a performer named Josh
Young, with whom she’d done a production of “A Little Night Music.”
“The only way we were able to see
him was by finding video of him online,”
says Mathias. Unfortunately, Young was
unable to return for this summer’s OffBroadway production of “See Rock
City” by the Transport Group, as he’s
playing Che in “Evita” at the Stratford
Shakespeare Festival.

How Much Is Too Much?

One of the most appealing aspects of
the Web is the huge galaxy of space it offers to tell the industry everything you
can possibly tell about yourself. But that
doesn’t mean you have to include every
little detail. “We have some actors that
put up a full feature that they’ve been
in,” Brownstone says. “A casting director will tell you three minutes is enough.”
“The biggest don’ts are putting up
things that have nothing to do with your
work as an actor, and clients who want
to put up everything—every photo from
every show,” says Ledbetter. “You want
to be careful and make sure it’s something that you feel good about and represents who you are.”
<

